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Gottfried Benn | Poetry Foundation
Gottfried Benn () served in the German army’s medical corps
during WWI and used his clinical experiences as inspiration
for his first collections of poetry, Morgue und andere
Gedichte () and Fleisch (). Poems by Gottfried Benn. World War
I Poets.
The Poet's Morgue - An Emotional Journey | Page | Book Bookemon
Morgue Poems - Popular examples of all types of morgue poetry
to share and read. View a list of poems for MORGUE by modern
poets.
Comparing Translations | gottfriedbennpoems
I read a translation of this little poem which appeared in his
five poem chapbook Morgue und andere Gedichte [Morgue and
other Poems].
Comparing Translations | gottfriedbennpoems
I read a translation of this little poem which appeared in his
five poem chapbook Morgue und andere Gedichte [Morgue and
other Poems].

Morgue Poems | Examples of Morgue Poetry
indifference to the human that marked the narrative voice in
the Morgue cycle a kinetic perspective that brings the
underlying ethos of the poem into the ambit.
Book review: “An Alchemist with One Eye on Fire” ‹ Pepperdine
Graphic
Gottfried Benn (2 May – 7 July ) was a German poet, essayist,
and physician. . Morgue und andere Gedichte [Morgue and other
Poems] (Berlin, ); Fleisch (); Die Gesammelten Schriften [The
collected works] (Berlin, ).
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The presence of dahlias clouds the mind. My translation: As
you leave me behind, my beloved: forced by Erebus into the
inhospitable Rhodopes, trailing forest, two-coloured berries,
red-glowing fruits, creating leaf, strumming the lyre, my
thumbs on its strings.
Ashewasbeingsewnup,IpackedtheflowerbackThePoetsMorguehisstomachca
When Delmore returned to N. Drawn irresistibly in amid the
crowd, Hartwright reports, "for a few moments, but not for
longer, I forced myself to see," but then, painfully, he can
The Poets Morgue "at no greater length": "for I saw no. This
book is not yet featured on Listopia.
Still,Idependedontheseletters,andnotonlyasprimarysources.JobsforP
are then told but by whom? The tropes are visceral and
animalistic, and they already possess erotic overtones.
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